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FEATURE
Performance Anxiety: Why So Scared?
The car mounted the sidewalk and hurtled toward me. I froze. If my boyfriend hadn't
spun me around, shoved me and screamed, “Run!” I would have died that night,
thanks to the drunk driver who’d passed out behind the wheel. I was furious with

myself afterward. Why didn't I have the sense to run? At seventeen, I’d never heard of
the ght, ight or freeze response.
Performers, writers and visual artists often experience a similar paralyzing fear. Are
you frustrated by the mind-numbing terror that grips you when you’re about to sing in
front of an audience, read from your new novel, or greet visitors to your exhibition?
Do you feel you should be able to control your fear? After all, you’re doing the work
you love, and these situations aren't life-threatening events.

The Speed of Fear
Berating yourself for performance anxiety is as e ective as cursing the weather. By
the time the rational parts of your brain can say, “Oh, come on, it’s ridiculous to be
afraid,” you’ve forgotten your lines, your throat has closed, or you’ve ducked into the
darkest corner of the gallery.
Twelve milliseconds – neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux says that’s how quickly the
amygdala responds to sensory input and triggers the body to ee, tense for combat or
drop and play dead.1 The amygdala, along with the rest of the brain’s limbic system,
evolved in our prehistoric ancestors to help them survive real-time threats. The
amygdala can’t distinguish between the fear of missing a note and imminent death by
car. The fear response is an automated system, physically and operationally separate
from the reasoning centres of your brain. It’s also designed to override your logical
brain, which takes almost twice as long to decide whether the perceived threat is real
or imagined.2

Brain Freeze
Once the fear response kicks in, rational thought goes out the window. This is why
performance anxiety can disrupt your ability to learn your material and to think your
way through your fears. You may feel spacey, even out of body as you face your
audience. If you panic because you feel your heart racing and your breath coming in
shallow gasps, your fear can steal centre stage. 3
What’s been your experience with performance anxiety? Do you feel trapped when
you’re in the green room? Do you su er from op sweat or the shakes? Both the roots
and the manifestations of performance anxiety vary from person to person, and you
may go through a combination of physical, mental and behavioural symptoms before

and during your performance.4

What to Do?
Thanks to psychologists, neuroscientists, music teachers and creativity coaches who
have worked with anxious clients, we now know much more about managing the fear
response. There are several categories of performance anxiety remedies that you can
experiment with.
For example, author and creativity coach Eric Maisel recommends discharge
techniques to release some of the tension that builds up as your performance nears.
Just before you take the stage, you could perform a series of sharp exhalations, really
engaging your abdominal muscles. A brisk walk around the block might help. Air
punches, starting slowly and gradually increasing the speed, can also burn o pent-up
energy.
If you su er from debilitating performance anxiety, don’t hesitate to seek help. With
the right guidance, you can create a set of anxiety management habits, techniques
and strategies to reassure your trigger-happy amygdala and put your fear in its place.
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BOOKSHELF
The Artist’s Way: A Spiritual Path to Higher Creativity
by Julia Cameron
TarcherPerigee, 25th Anniversary Edition, 2016.
If you missed it the rst time around, I urge you to add this treasure of a book to your
collection. Cameron’s spiritual approach to creative recovery/discovery is a boon to all
creatives, whether blocked, just beginning, or barely able to articulate the dream. The
Artist’s Way provides tools and great comfort as you connect with your creativity.

BRIGHT IDEAS
Is your workspace inspiring, energizing, idea-sparking? Do you write best in a
café, with the buzz of conversation and hiss of expresso machines feeding your
creativity? Do you prefer a quiet sanctuary for painting, sculpting or working out
dance steps?
Author Jordan Ayan suggests using all five senses as you envision the perfect
place to hone your craft. Ask yourself what sounds, scents, furnishings, or toys
need to share your space. A cozy chair for dreaming up your next song or to
contemplate works in progress? How about a lock on the door to protect your
precious solitude?
With an open-minded, playful approach, you can create a setting that helps you
say yes to your creativity.

COACHING NEWS
In-person and telephone coaching spots available. Special rate applies till fall
2017. Please contact me at 1-902-250-0735 or visit
www.clarethorbescreativitycoach.com to arrange a free first consultation.

WISE WORDS
“The scariest moment is always just before you start. After that, things can only
get better.”

― Stephen King
On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft
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